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Looking After Your Pet Goldfish
Set out below are some simple guidelines, with some simple explanations as to their
reasons. They're not foolproof, but should help you to avoid some of the pitfalls that
can occur.

You have purchased an aquarium set-up, which includes an aquarium, gravel, internal
power filter, water conditioner, flake fish food and a net.

Situate the aquarium in a location that does not receive too much light, or large
temperature fluctuations. Bright areas cause excessive algae growth as well as
temperature fluctuations, which are also harmful to fish.

Wash the gravel thoroughly in a bucket using cold tap water until the water runs clear.
If you have a lot of gravel, wash a small amount at a time (it works out quicker). Place
the gravel carefully in the aquarium and then proceed to fill the tank with water until
nearly full. Place the internal power filter in, fixing it to the side using the suckers
provided. At this stage add the required amount of water conditioner, which is a liquid
to remove chlorine from our tap water.

Run the set-up for a couple of days, to remove any cloudiness that remains and to make
sure all the equipment is functioning okay.

It's now time to purchase your first fish. Once you get them home, float the bag for about
half an hour to equalise the temperature, then release the fish.

All fish including goldfish produce chemical as well as solid waste and it is the purpose of
the filter to remove these. The solid waste can be removed almost straight away, however,
the filter has to 'mature' to remove the chemical waste. This entails good bacteria
colonising the sponge in the filter and changing the harmful chemicals into far less
harmful ones, a process that can take quite a few weeks. Whilst this process is occurring,
it is a good idea to change 20-25% of the tank water at least twice a week, in order to dilute
the chemicals in fish waste until the filter kicks in and also only feed the fish once every
two days. A hungry fish produces less waste, very important in a new tank, or as the saying
goes 'a hungry fish is a healthy fish'.

Once fish are in the tank any new water that is added must be conditioned before placing
in the aquarium, simply pour approximately half a teaspoon of condition into a bucket and
fill with water taking the chill off it using a small amount of water from a boiled kettle.
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After about six weeks, the tank should be mature; you can increase the feeding to once
a day and reduce the water changes (20-25%) to once a week. This still needs to be done
because as we said earlier, the filter only changes the waste chemicals into less harmful
ones, which still need to be reduced. Also, it is now time to start cleaning the sponge in
the filter, a process that should only be done about once every six weeks. Turn off the filter,
remove the sponge and clean in the water that you have removed but not yet discarded, the
reason being that the good bacteria would be killed by the chlorine in our tap water, also,
do not clean too thoroughly as a partially clogged filter, filters out finer particles.

If this all sound daunting, don't worry, once you get into the swing of things, there's only
about an hour's work a month.


